Bringing Hope to the Forgotten

Vital Moments in CAMO’s History: First Decade 1993-2002

- Development and implementation of 3 strategic plans.
- From 0 to 13 programs (serving 35,000 people).
- Shipment of 6 containers per year to Honduras.
- 5 weeks teams per year.
- From 1 to 7 Employees

The first decade was about building infrastructure and saw the development of the counterpart model in 13 medical programs. Specialists from the United States were paired with specialists from Honduras and training was applied to short-term missions growing rapidly, first ophthalmology, dental, biomedical then audiometry, and prosthetics…… filling gaps of service.

Vital Moments in CAMO’s History: Second Decade 2003-2012

- Development and implementation of 2 strategic plans.
- From 13 to 16 programs (serving 107,000 people).
- Shipment of 8 containers per year.
- 5 weeks teams per year.
- From 7 to 37 Employees

The second decade was about developing services for a healthy community. With a physical structure in both USA and Honduras CAMO was taken more seriously. All the programs continued to serve the people of Honduras and the counterpart model was thriving. Community requests for more services were fulfilled in areas of domestic violence, trade school, community sports, and recreation center.

Vital Moments in CAMO’s History: Third Decade 2013-2022

- Development and implementation of 3 strategic plans.
- From 16 to 25 programs (serving 107,000 people).
- Shipment of 8 containers per year.
- 5 weeks teams per year.
- From 37 to 63 Employees

The third decade was about standing strong in a decade of adversity. Not only was CAMO involved with physical infrastructures but has also provided education on standards of care. At the close of the third decade, 25 medical programs providing care, with two Honduras medical teams per week traveling to rural areas to provide dental and medical care.